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Abstract
In this work, we deal with contactless fingerprint biometrics. More specifically, we are interested in
solving the problem of registration by taking into consideration some constraints such as finger
rotation and translation. In the proposed method, the registration requires: (1) a segmentation
technique to extract streaks, (2) a skeletonization technique to extract the center line streaks and
(3) and landmarks extraction technique. The correspondence between the sets of control points,
is obtained by calculating the descriptor vector of Zernike moments on a window of size RxR
centered at each point. Comparison of correlation coefficients between the descriptor vectors of
Zernike moments helps define the corresponding points. The estimation of parameters of the
existing deformation between images is performed using RANSAC algorithm (Random SAmple
Consensus) that suppresses wrong matches. Finally, performance evaluation is achieved on a
set of fingerprint images where promising results are reported.
Keywords: Contactless Biometry, Fingerprint, Zernike Moments, Image Registration.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to its unicity, fingerprint is probably one of the most common modality used to identify
individuals[1]. However, classical fingerprint devices requiring a direct contact (touch-based) have
some main drawbacks related to acquisition conditions such as: eventual elasticity of the finger,
environment conditions, hygiene problem (i.e. same sensor touched by users) that can be
particularly exacerbated during the outbreak of epidemics or pandemics. To overcome these
problems, contactless based-systems seem to be much more appropriate and useful as stated by
the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) which considers that the development of a
Biometric Detector prototype capable for acquiring contactless fingerprint for identity
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management will improve fingerprint acquisition quality and recognition and reduce false positives
[2].
Fingerprint registration is a critical step when dealing with fingerprint matching. The registration
is a classic problem in computer vision that occurs in many tasks of analysis and image
processing. Every method should take into account not only the assumed type of geometric
deformation between the images but also radiometric deformations and noise corruption, required
registration accuracy and application-dependent data characteristics [3].
The goal of an algorithm for image registration is to match images 2D or 3D so as to overlay
the pixels or voxels representing the same structures. Our method consists in determining
the transformation linking the bifurcation points contained in an image to readjust and its
correspondence on the other anatomical image (called reference image) as shown in figure 1.

FIGURE 1: Determination of Corresponding Bifurcation.

Although a variety of registration alignment algorithms have been proposed, accurate
fingerprint registration remains an unresolved problem [4]. Based on the features that the
matching algorithms use, fingerprint matching can be classified into image-based and graphbased matching [5].
Image-based matching [6] uses the entire gray scale fingerprint image as a template to
match against input fingerprint images. The primary shortcoming of this method is that matching
may be seriously affected by some factors such as image quality variation, and distortion, which
are inherent properties of contact fingerprint images.
Graph-based matching [7, 8] represents the minutiae in the form of graphs. The high
computational complexity of graph matching hinders its implementation. For instance, in [9]
proposed algorithms for matching fingerprints using the relative position of minutiae whose
implementation is relatively simple.
In this work, fingerprints are acquired using a simple camera. For registration purpose, we
present an approach that deals with minutia for the matching process, combined with techniques
developed in [10, 11]. More specifically, we show how one can use Zernike moments for an
efficient registration.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we present the experimental condition. The
proposed method is presented in section 3. Section 4 contains the discussion about the
experimental results, and finally; we conclude our work in section 5.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
In the literature, there are few studies focused on contactless systems [12, 13]. Most systems
require the placement of the finger on predisposed guides in order to simplify the image
acquisition step [12, 14]. Experiments are carried out in [12, 15, 16] with different distances and
resolution for contactless image acquisition.
2.1 Acquisition Protocol
The contactless fingerprint acquisition system which we are presenting is a part of [12, 14]. We
have developed a Contactless Biometric Fingerprint Software (CBFS) for the acquisition and
processing our images. It implements our method of fingerprint registration. The contactless
fingerprint acquisition system we present consists of this CBFS (Figure 2.b) to visualize the
sharpness of the images before capture, a webcam for taking digital photo, and lighting
equipment (Figure 2.a). The user is prompted to place the reverse of his finger on a desk. The
palm of the user is faced with the webcam. We proceed to the capture of fingerprint. In order to
limit travel, a rectangular area is defined on the interface of the webcam which will contain the
finger before capture.

(a) Acquisition system

(b) The portal of the software

FIGURE 2: Contactless fingerprint acquisition system and Screenshot of CBFS.

2.2 Pre-Processing Phase
The pre-processing phase plays a significant role in improving the image contrast. The contrast
enhancement is used to reduce the imperfection which generally occurred due to sensor noise or
inconsistent illumination. Histogram equalizing method is used to adjust the distribution of
grayscale.

3. PROPOSED METHOD
We have developed a method to proceed with registration of fingerprint images. This registration
method aims at determining the ∅ = ( ,  ,  ) parameters of 2D translation and rotation.
Under experimental conditions, our images are obtained at a fixed distance from the sensor,
therefore the scale factor is not taken into account.
The proposed registration method is performed in five steps that are detailed as follows:
Step 1. Image segmentation and skeletonization to extract center line (cl) streaks,
Step 2. Automatic selection a set of control points to be matched from the reference image and
the input image,
Step 3. Description of each image using Zernike moments,
Step 4. Definition of a similarity measure to establish a correspondence between the detected
corresponding points from the two images,
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Step 5. Estimation of parameters that model the best deformation between sets.
sets..
3.1 Segmentation
Segmentation is the process of separating foreground regions in an image from
background regions. The foreground regions correspond to the clear fifingerprint
ngerprint area containing
ridges and valleys, which is the area of interest. The background corresponds
correspo
to the
regions outside the borders of the fingerprint area, which do not contain any valid
fingerprint information. In our method
method, we first eliminate the background regions that allow us to
obtain an image of the foreground regions (FR). In a second step, the ridges are extracted from
FR.
3.1.1. Foreground Regions Extraction
xtraction
The extraction of streaks is linked to the extraction of foreground regions. For this purpose,
we have applied a filter to the image in order to def
define
ine its contour. Then a binary mask is
subsequently applied to the image filter, which allows to have an image defining the contour of
the fingerprint. This contour image is used for the extraction of foreground regions.
3.1.2. Streaks Extraction
In order to get the streaks in the image of fingerprint, a photometric adaptive threshold method
has been developed [17]. Two thresholds are defined i.e.  and  corresponding to the mean of
a square framework and the mean of a hexagonal framework.

FIGURE 3: Main steps of the extraction of the foreground regions
regions.

A pixel ( , ) is deleted or not by comparing its value with  and  . Photometric
hotometric thresholding
being preceded by the extraction of the region of interest. The streaks image is skeletonized in
i
order to get minutiae i.e. streak ending points and streak bifurcation points.
3.2 Automatic Selection of Landmarks
andmarks
The first step in a process off automatic image registration of fingerprints involves the automatic
selection of a set of potential control points from two images  and   to realign. The
performance at this stage of selection of control points is important because it depicts the quality
of registration.
Control points, which should serve as a pivot for distortion correction must be sure points. They
must be easily identifiable
iable landmarks and intangible. In [10, 11], an automatic extraction of
Landmark-based NSCT (No
No Sub
Sub-sampled Contourlets Transform)) has been suggested.
It should be noted that in the case of fingerprint images, the points that nat
naturally
urally characterize
them are minutiae. Termination
ermination and bifurcation type minutiae are mainly the signature of a
fingerprint [18].
We have used the bifurcation points extracted from the algorithm presented in [19] and used in
[20] for the detection of minutiae of a fingerprint iimage.
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3.3. Zernike Moments Calculation
3.3.1. Definition and Properties of Zernike Moments
In (, ) polar coordinates, the Zernike radial polynomials of order p with repetition q are defined
by [21]:
&||
'
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The computation of radial Zernike polynomial  () is performed according to a recursive
algorithm [21, 23] by replacing the index  − 2 by k in equation (1). We can rewrite the radial
polynomials in powers of k as follows :
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Equation (6) is generally preferred to equation (1) for the evaluation of the Zernike polynomials
[24]. A study [25] has shown that Zernike moments are less sensitive to noise and less redundant
information. Many works like [21, 26] were then performed on the invariance of the moments
considering the affine transformation coordinates and intensity changes in grayscale images.
The defined features of Zernike moments themselves are only invariant to rotation. To obtain
scale and translation invariance, the image needs to be normalized first by using the regular
Zernike moments. Zernike features invariant to translation are then extracted from the normalized
image [27].
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3.3.2. Zernike Moments on Binary
inary two Fingerprints
Figure 5 shows the Zernike moments computated on binary fingerprint images presented in
Figure 4. Image 2 is the 180° rotation version of image 2. One can notice that for the two images,
we have similar values of Zernike moments. This shows the invariance of Zernike moments in
rotation.

FIGURE 4: Two binary images of fingerprints different of 180°.

Image1
pq
00
11
20
22
31
33
40
42
44
51
53
55

|Zpq |
0.2893952
0.0058495
0.1317473
0.1051705
0.0147638
0.0579088
0.0547054
0.0225529
0.0536853
0.0009113
0.0181444
0.0225388

Image 2 : Image 1 rotated
◦
180
pq
|Zpq |
00 0.2893952
11 0.0058495
20 0.1317473
22 0.1051705
31 0.0147638
33 0.0579088
40 0.0547054
42 0.0225529
44 0.0536853
51 0.0009113
53 0.0181444
55 0.0225388

TABLE 1: Module of Zernike moments of two binary fingerprints images different of 180°.
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FIGURE 5: Zernike moments applied to the binary image of the Figure 4.

3.4. Matching Process
After extraction of bifurcation points on the cl of realign images to readjust, we are left with two
sets of points to match : a set of bifurcation points on the reference image  and a set of
bifurcation points on the input image   . The correspondence between these two sets of control
points is obtained by following steps:



Subdivide each image into thumbnail size P × P centered on each point bifurcations E= .

For each thumbnail centered on this point E= , construct the descriptor vector of
Zernike moments RS as follows:
T

= U|2;; |, … , W2 W, … , |2XX |Y

(8)

where W2 W is the module of Zernike moments. We have used as the highest order of
moments 5 after several experimental trials. Although the higher order moments are the
fine details of the image, they are more sensitive to noise than lower order moments.


For any point Z= of the reference image, we suppose that its corresponding ,= of input
image is from a set of points on   . located within a certain radius ′ around Z= . The
radius ′ limits the search for corresponding and therefore, reduces the number of
comparisons to achieve in order to find out the corresponding points.

FIGURE 6: Determining the corresponding ,= (of input image  ) of a bifurcation point Z= (of the reference
image  ).
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The matching process is performed by calculating the correlation coefficients between
the two vectors descriptors. The corresponding points are those which give the
maximum value of correlation coefficient.
The correlation coefficient between two vectors of the feature [( ; , … ,
](; , … , \ ) is given by the following formula:
^=

∑\=(;(

@∑\=(;( =

=

− ̅ ). (= − a)

− ̅ )' . @∑\=(;(= − a)'

\)

and
(9)

where ̅ and a are averages of the two vectors X and Y respectively.
If C is 0, the two vectors are not correlated. The two vectors are even better correlated
than C is far from 0 (near -1 or 1).
3.5. Estimation of the Registration Geometric Transformation
Once the information type to be used to guide the registration and the similarity criterion
quantifying the similarity between two images are defined, the model of deformation is
determined to realign the images. The choice of the model of deformation is very important and is
guided by the underlying application and the information, at first instant, available about the
nature of the deformation between the images.
The geometric transformations or deformation models involved in the registration of 2D images
are generally of rigid, affine or curvilinear [28].
3.5.1. Rigid Transformation
A registration transformation is rigid when it conserves the distance between any two points. Only
the rotation and translation are taken into account. Coordinates ( , ) of any point M of the image
to readjust are transformed as follows :
c

′

′

− )
ef
d = B
+.
− )

)

translation vector and R′

(10)


the angle of rotation,  % the coordinates of the


where R) B C is the center of rotation,
)

− )

−+.
C
%+c d
ef
 − )


′
%, the transform of M.
′

3.5.2. Affine Transformation
A registration transformation is affine when it preserves parallelism and takes into account the

difference in scale between the images. The coordinates BC of any point of the image to readjust
are transformed as follows :


A;'
A'' C % + c d

′
A;;
c ′ d = BA
';


(11)

with A;; , A;' , A'; , A'' real coefficients and B g C the translation vector coordinates.
h

3.5.3. Curvilinear Transformation
A registration transformation of the curvilinear type is a polynomial function. It takes into account
the distortions between the images. The coordinates B C of any point of the image to readjust are
transformed as follows :
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with A=m , l=m , real coefficients.

i

j

= A)) + A;) + A);  + A')

 = l)) + l;) + l);  + l')
j

'
'

+ A;;  + A)'  ' + ⋯

+ l;;  + l)'  + ⋯
'

(12)0

Figure 7 shows a practical example of the different transformations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 7: Practical examples of different types of registration geometric transformation. (a) Input image,
(b) Rigid transformation, (c) Affine transformation, (d) Curvilinear transformation.

3.5.4. Deformation Model Retained
The transformation model used to produce the image distortion   is the rigid transformation
model expressed by Equation (10). This model is appropriate for the case of our fingerprint
images captured at a fixed distance from the sensor.
The estimation of the parameters of the rigid transformation is carried out iteratively. At each
iteration we provide online processing parameters found by RANSAC.
The RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) is an algorithm proposed for the first time in 1981
by Fischler and Bolles [29]. It is a general parameter estimation approach designed to cope with a
large proportion of outliers in the input data. This is a popular method in regression problems
containing aberrant data or outliers [30].
As pointed out by Fischler and Bolles [29], unlike conventional sampling techniques that use as
much of the data as possible to obtain an initial solution and then proceed to prune outliers,
RANSAC uses the smallest set possible and proceeds to enlarge this set with consistent data
points [29]. In [31, 32], RANSAC is used to refine the search for matching between the pores in
the fingerprint identification process of individuals.
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The basic RANSAC algorithm is summarized as follows :

The number of iterations, k, is chosen high enough to ensure that the probability p (usually set to
0.99) that at least one of the sets of random samples does not include an outlier. Let n represent
the probability that any selected data point is an inlie
inlier and o = 1 − n the probability of observing
an outlier.
A common case is that n is not known in advance, but an approximate value can be estimated
using the following algorithm [33].

According to [33, 34], the maximum number of iterations of the algori
algorithm
thm is given by :
log (1 − )
G=
log (1 − (1 − o)\ )
where n is the size of the sample.

(13)

Figure 8, shows an example of 7 pairs of points of interest including 3 red discharged after
treatment of the RANSAC algorithm .
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FIGURE 8: 7 pairs of correspondents found in the matching process including 3 red rejected by RANSANC.
RANSANC

4. Experimental Results
This section is dedicated to the validation and the evaluation of the performances of the proposed
registration algorithm in terms of precision.
In order to evaluate the precision of the proposed registration algorithm, we have used a first time
syntheticc geometric distortion. The deformation model chosen was applied to a database of
fingerprint images that we have formed. Our test image database consists of 80 grayscale
images of size 480 × 480 pixels
pixels. Ten
en images are shown in Figure 9. In a second phase,
ph
we
used images acquired at different times, so deformation is not known in advance. We have
applied the different stages of the registration to these images.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

FIGURE 9: 10 images of 8
80 images contained in our database.

The registration method developed is based on the calculated Zernike moments in each point of
interest. In the research phase of points, the introduction of the parameter limiting the search
area has significantly
nificantly made it possible to reduce the running time of finding a correspondent
from 1106ms to 93ms.
We have written a Java code, implemented through the CBFS in order to implement the proposed
method.
The first test can be described in the following steps:
1. Rotation(R) and Translation(T) transformations have been applied to the test images(I).
We used the Random Java function to generate randomly for each image vector of
translation and rotation. R ∈ [1; 19] and T ∈ ⟨(3; 3) ... (9; 9)⟩.
2. Performance analysis of the algorithm : To plot the curve of the actual parameters
and the curve of the estimated parameters to show the accuracy of the algorithm.
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3. Computation of error between each real parameters and its estimated parameters, using
the following equation:
o= =

|

=

−
=

′
=|

(14)

where o= is the error associated with estimating angles.

The second test is to work with two images acquired at different times thus deformation unknown.
The test consists of following steps:
1. Estimate of the existing deformation between the two images.
2. Quantification of the precision of the estimated transformation. Here, we have
measured the precision by the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), which represents the
distance between the position of a control point, once the image, is corrected, and its
position on the reference image. It is given by the following formula:
1
'
&;
( ′= , = ′)y 
Rv = w xy( = , = ) − z{||=\}
R

(15)

=

where ( ′= , = ′) is the correspondent of ( = , = )control point of the reference image, z is the
&;
( ′= , = ′)y is the euclidean distance and M is
estimated affine transformation , y( = , = ) − z{||=\}
the number of interest pairs points.
Figure 10 shows the representation of real and estimated orientations of test images based on
the hyperbolic cosine function:
1∶

⟼ cosh( ) =

, > − , &>
2

(16)

FIGURE 10: Real parameters and estimated parameters.
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FIGURE 11: Error between original images and transformed images.

It may be noted that we have similar values between the estimated orientation and the real
orientation for each image. This is confirmed by the Figure 11 which represents the relative error
between the two parameters. The largest error is less than 0.08
0.08,, while the smallest is about 0.
For the first test, we only show in a Figure 12 the results obtained by the proposed method in
image of Figure 9-(a).
(a). The Figure 12
12-(d),
(d), show the result of the registration of the images
in grayscale, while
e the Figure 12
12-(f)
(f) show the result of the registration lc extracted from the
images in Figure12-(a)-(b).
(b). Figure 13 shows the zoom of the framed images of Figure 12-e
12 and
12-f.

FIGURE 12: Result of registration. The image (a) has undergone a rotation angle of
 = (10+ ,, 5+ ,).
vector z

= 4° and a translation

FIGURE 13
13: Zoom framed parts of the lc (e) and (f).
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On the second test, we show the results obtained by the proposed method in image of Figure 14.
The Figure 14-(d),
(d), shows the result of the registration of the images in grayscale, while the Figure
14-(f)
(f) shows the result of the registration lc extracted from the images in Figure 14
14--(a)-(b). Figure
15 shows the zoom of the framed images of Figure 14
14-(e) and 14-(f).

FIGURE 14: Result of registration. The images (a) and (b) are acquired at different times.

FIGURE 15
15: Zoom framed parts of the lc (e) and (f).

The results in Table 4, show that on each interest point, landmark error is less than 1
pixel. The value of the RMSE calculated on the total 13 points is less than 0.5 pixel,
which is relatively high precision.
Interest points
RMSE

1
0.5660

Interest points
RMSE

2
0.1608
9
0.0593

3
0.4171
10
0.0435

4
0.0270
11
0.0965

5
0.0287
12
0.0874

6
0.0020
13
0.2004

7
0.36894

8
0.1985

RMSE totale
0.4166

TABLE 2: Second test : The RMSEs calculated at interest points (in pixels)
pixels).

We compared our method to that used descriptors Scale Invariant FeatureTransform [35].
[
A
plugin implements a registration method SIFT operator ImageJ was developed under the name of
"SIFT Correspondences Extract" and "Extract MOPS Correspondences". We built this plugin to
our platform to conduct experiments. The plugins "Extract SIFT Correspondences" and "Extract
MOPS Correspondences" identify a set of corresponding points of interest in two images and
export them as PointRoi. Interest points are detected using the Difference of Gaussian
detector thus providing similarity
similarity-invariance [36].. Corresponding points are best matches from
local feature descriptors that are consistent with respect to a common geometric transformation.
The plugins use the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and Multi-Scale
Scale Oriented
Patches (MOPS) for local feature
ature description. The thus established matches are filtered using
the RANSAC.
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Figure 16 gives an illustration of the error curve for both methods with respect to the estimate of
the rotation angle. The minimum error for both methods is 0 while the maximum error is 0.08 for
our method and 0.043 for the method using SIFT.

.
FIGURE 16: Relative error curves.

For the estimation of the translation vector, we have represented the module of real translation
vectors and module of estimated translations vectors by each method. Figure 17 shows that the
two modules regarding the real translations vectors and those estimated by our method are
nearby. It may be noted at Figure 18 there is a very poor estimate of translation vectors by the
method using SIFT.

FIGURE 17: Module parameters real and estimated by bifurcations.
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FIGURE 18: Module parameters real and estimated by bifurcations and SIFT.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have present
presented a new approach of the registration of fingerprint images that
includes a segmentation technique to extract the streaks, a skeletonization technique to
extract the center line streaks and a technique for extracting landmarks to guide the
registration. The corresponding points, enabling the quantification of the deformation
parameters existing between the images are obtained by comparing the correlation
coefficients
cients between the descriptor vectors of Zernike moments. The results obtained have
allowed us to measure the reliab
reliability of the proposed method. The remaining work is about
individuals identification using our registration method.
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